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 Abstract   

The research study performed on 100-years-old concrete bridges shows that a thin layer of cement-

based protective render coat (PRC), typically 2 - 4 millimetres thick can significantly reduce the 

carbonation rate of underlying concrete. The obtained results from in-situ and laboratory research 

give the realistic explanation of this phenomenon. The tests were covered by visual observations of 

the bridge and site-determinations for in-situ diagnostic procedures: 1) testing concrete by hardness 

method using Schmidt hammer, model N, 2) ultrasonic examination of concrete using PUNDIT 

apparatus; 3) measurements of surface tensile strength of concrete using square breakaway targets; 

4) measurements of surface permeability of concrete and PRC by Torrent air permeability test [1] for 

checking the surface permeability of uncovered and PRC-treated concrete and 5) carbonation depth 

by phenolphthalein test. The taken cylindrical cores with diameter 100 mm and length at least 

300 mm were tested in the TSÚS laboratory for volume density, dynamic and Young´s modulus 

of elasticity, and compressive strength. Consequently, PRC and two concrete sub-samples were 

chosen for in-deep detail verifications in a laboratory– surface: directly exposed to prolonged 

exposure to CO2 and – internal: covered with an overlay of concrete kept out of direct contact with 

open air. All samples were submitted to XRD, TG-DTA, MIP, SEM, HR optical microscopy and 

chemical. The degree of carbonation, degree of modification changes and four stages of carbonation 

(I – IV) are according to our methodology determined [2,3].   

        The dependence of decisive significance was found between the surface permeability of the 

PRC and the carbonation depth of the underlying concrete; the PRC thickness indicates only a minor 

significance. The PRC non-permeability for CO2 penetration is a basic condition for the apparent 

mitigating and even complete stopping carbonation attack of underlying concrete. The thin PRC 

layer is characterized by a dense carbonate substance even up to the amorphous state boundary, 

which is referred to as “carbonate milk”. Optical microscopy shows firstly invisibly but later 

demonstrably accumulated carbonation milk within the thin PRC layer; SEM technique shining 

needles confirming the presence of crystal-developed coarser CaCO3 compressed within the PRC 

thickness. By this way the spatially sealed barrier of carbonation products is created in the PRC 

preventing thus carbonation of 100-year-old concrete effectively. The following conclusions are 

based on the results obtained from this study until now: 

1) The close correlation between the surface permeability of PRC and carbonation depth of 

underlying concrete. 

2) The 2 - 4 mm layer of thin protective render coat is proven as an effective anti-carbonation 

barrier. 

3) The assessment of aggressive action of CO2 on concrete based on the degree of carbonation, 

degree of modification changes and four stages of carbonation is an appropriate method for 

diagnosing the concrete attacked by carbonation for a long time.  

4) The field experiments are followed by a laboratory phase of PRC development from currently 

available building materials with the effort to apply the knowledge gained by the diagnostics of 

old bridges to increase the service life of existing concrete bridges with the small reinforcement 

cover. 
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